
Word Work 
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Pyramid Spelling


s

sc

sch

scho

schol

schola

scholar

Alphabet Spelling


Write your words in 
alphabetical (ABC) order

Rainbow Spelling


Write your words 3 
times, each time with a 

different color. 

(You can write the words 
in a row, or you can write 
the words on top of each 

other)

Color Code


Write the vowels of  your 
spelling words one color 
and the consonants in 

another color

Silly Sentences


Use each word to create 
silly, yet scholarly, 

sentences

Crazy Creativity


Write each word using 
crazy and/or creative 

letters.


scholar

Backwards to Forwards


Write each word 
backwards, and then 
write it forwards.


ralohcs

scholar

Back Spelling


Draw each of your words 
on someone else’s back, 
using your magic pen 

(a.k.a. your finger).

Bubble Letters


Write each word using 
bubble letters.


Dictionary Dig


Look up 10 of your words 
in the dictionary, and 
write the definition. 

With a Whisper


Write each word 

3 times, and whisper 

each letter as you write. 

Picture Perfect


Write each word and draw 
a picture to represent it.


OR

Hide all your words in a 
single picture or scene. 

Ghost Words


Use a white crayon to 
write each word Then, 

color over each word with  
a marker.

Follow the Swirl


Draw a swirly line. Write 
your word over and over 

along the line. 

Rhyme  Time


Write each word, and 
then write a word that 

rhymes with it.


scholar

hollar

Make a Michelangelo


Tape your paper on the 
bottom side of a desk or 
table. Lay on the floor 

and write your each word 
3 times. 

With a Whisper


Write each word 

3 times, and whisper each 

letter as you write. 

A Device is Nice


If available, type your 
words on the computer or 

another device. 

Secret Agent Spelling


Write each of your words 
in numerical code. Then, 
go back and decode each 
word. Pay attention to 

patterns. 


(See decoder below)

Language Lab


Invent your 

own strategy 

for studying your 

spelling words.


